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Abstract. A decision theory framework can be a powerful technique to derive optimal
management decisions for endangered species. We built a spatially realistic stochastic
metapopulation model for the Mount Lofty Ranges Southern Emu-wren (Stipiturus mala-
churus intermedius), a critically endangered Australian bird. Using discrete-time Markov
chains to describe the dynamics of a metapopulation and stochastic dynamic programming
(SDP) to find optimal solutions, we evaluated the following different management decisions:
enlarging existing patches, linking patches via corridors, and creating a new patch. This is
the first application of SDP to optimal landscape reconstruction and one of the few times
that landscape reconstruction dynamics have been integrated with population dynamics.
SDP is a powerful tool that has advantages over standard Monte Carlo simulation methods
because it can give the exact optimal strategy for every landscape configuration (combi-
nation of patch areas and presence of corridors) and pattern of metapopulation occupancy,
as well as a trajectory of strategies. It is useful when a sequence of management actions
can be performed over a given time horizon, as is the case for many endangered species
recovery programs, where only fixed amounts of resources are available in each time step.
However, it is generally limited by computational constraints to rather small networks of
patches. The model shows that optimal metapopulation management decisions depend great-
ly on the current state of the metapopulation, and there is no strategy that is universally
the best. The extinction probability over 30 yr for the optimal state-dependent management
actions is 50–80% better than no management, whereas the best fixed state-independent
sets of strategies are only 30% better than no management. This highlights the advantages
of using a decision theory tool to investigate conservation strategies for metapopulations.
It is clear from these results that the sequence of management actions is critical, and this
can only be effectively derived from stochastic dynamic programming. The model illustrates
the underlying difficulty in determining simple rules of thumb for the sequence of man-
agement actions for a metapopulation. This use of a decision theory framework extends
the capacity of population viability analysis (PVA) to manage threatened species.

Key words: Australia; conservation; decision theory; metapopulation; optimal landscape recon-
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threatened species.

INTRODUCTION

Decision theory has made important contributions to
resource management through the use of more quali-
tative techniques like hierarchical ranking methods
(Ralls and Starfield 1995) and quantitative techniques
such as stochastic dynamic programming, SDP (Man-
gel and Clark 1988, Clark and Mangel 2000). Sto-
chastic dynamic programming has been used to find
the best ways of harvesting populations (Johnson et al.
1997, Milner-Gulland 1997, Spencer 1997, Hanson and
Ryan 1998), releasing a biological control agent (Shea
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and Possingham 2000), maintaining ecosystem diver-
sity (Richards et al. 1999), translocating individuals
between two populations to ensure persistence (Lubow
1996), and conserving a spatially structured population
(Possingham 1996).

In this paper, we use SDP and a presence–absence
metapopulation model to explore the landscape recon-
struction strategies for the Southern Emu-wren (Stip-
iturus malachurus intermedius), a critically endangered
Australian bird. We consider and rank three manage-
ment options: creating corridors, enlarging patches, and
creating new patches. This is the first application of
SDP to explicitly look at landscape reconstruction for
a real metapopulation.

The Southern Emu-wren is made up of eight sub-
species, one of which is confined to the Mount Lofty
Ranges of South Australia (Schodde and Mason 1999).
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FIG. 1. The location of Southern Emu-wren swamp habitat and distribution. The southernmost points that do not correspond
with swamps are heath habitat (Deep Creek Conservation Park).

The critically endangered Mount Lofty Ranges South-
ern Emu-wren (IUCN Species Survival Commission
1994, Garnett and Crowley 2000) is restricted to swamp
and heath habitats of the Fleurieu Peninsula in the
southern Mount Lofty Ranges (Fig. 1). About 25% of
the original swamp habitat remains, most on private
land. Most swamps (;75%) are ,5 ha. These swamps
are characterized by dense vegetation in the 1–2 m zone

above the ground, composed of tea-tree (Leptospermum
spp.), sedges (Lepidosperma longitudinale), rushes
(Baumea rubiginosa, Baumea teragona, Juncus spp.),
and ferns (Blechnum minus, Gleichenia microphylla,
Pteridium esculentum), often above a layer of peat (Lit-
tley and Cutten 1994). The swamps are found along
low-lying creeks, perched on hillsides and spring fed,
or at the bottom of gullies.
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FIG. 2. The Cleland Gully Southern Emu-wren metapop-
ulation, showing size and location of patches and corridors.

The emu-wrens exclusively use the dense swamp
vegetation to feed and nest in, not utilizing the sur-
rounding pasture or eucalypt woodland matrix. Emu-
wrens are poor fliers, and only engage in short bursts
of flight. They have been called ‘‘button grass moths,’’
and their flight has been compared to that of a dragonfly
(Schodde 1982). Thus, the emu-wren is thought to be
a very poor disperser (Littley and Cutten 1994).

The metapopulation ecology framework (Nicholson
1933, Andrewartha and Birch 1954, den Boer 1968,
Levins 1969, 1971, Hanski 1998, 1999), in which in-
dividual patches ‘‘wink’’ in and out, but the spatially
disjunct network persists as long as the patches are
recolonized as quickly as they experience local ex-
tinctions, has developed into an important lens through
which to understand spatially structured populations.
However, it cannot help us to make sound management
decisions without being embedded in a decision-mak-
ing tool. For example, although metapopulation theory
tells us that increasing the area and connectedness of
habitat patches can attenuate the risk of extinction, it
does not give us an ability to rank our decisions.

With a finite pool of resources and a certain exigency
to immediately execute the most beneficial course of
strategies for an endangered species, managers need
decision theory to adjudicate among potential options.
For conservation biology to mature as a ‘‘triage’’ dis-
cipline, a quantitative framework must be developed
that can explicitly incorporate costs and benefits of
management options and weigh them accordingly, par-
ticularly with lacunas in data and a highly uncertain,
stochastic world. This represents the integration of pop-
ulation viability analysis (PVA) with optimization tools
(Beissinger and Westphal 1998, Possingham et al.
2002)

In this paper, we first construct a discrete-time Mar-
kov chain model for the presence–absence dynamics
of the metapopulation. For many endangered species,
there is often a paucity of empirical data on density,
and management decisions need to be made expedi-
ently without the necessary resources to gather detailed
population demographic information. Stochastic patch
occupancy models (SPOMS), which model only ex-
tinction and recolonization events in patches, ignoring
population dynamics, can be formulated from snapshot
data of patch occupancy (Hanski 1998, 1999, Moilanen
et al. 1998). Second, we use stochastic dynamic pro-
gramming to evaluate various conservation strategies,
such as the enlargement of patches, the creation of new
patches, and the construction of corridors between
patches. This enables us to explore the optimal solution
sets for different population states and patterns of meta-
population occupancy.

METHODS

Formulation of the stochastic patch occupancy
model (SPOM)

We illustrate our methods using a Southern Emu-
wren metapopulation in the Fleurieu Peninsula of South

Australia (the Cleland Gully metapopulation; Fig. 2).
We have partial survey information on patch occupancy
from 1993 and 1998.

Our formulation of the SPOM follows that of Day
and Possingham (1995). Let the population state of the
metapopulation at any time, t, be the set of n patches
that are occupied at time t (#n total patches). We can
represent this as an n-dimensional vector,

u(t) 5 [u (t), u (t), . . . u (t)]1 2 n

where the elements are binary variables, ui(t) ∈ {0, 1}.
If ui(t) 5 0, then patch i is empty; if ui(t) 5 1, then
patch i is occupied.

Now, we can construct an extinction matrix, Xn of
dimension 2n 3 2n, which represents the probabilities
of transitions from any population state through ex-
tinction alone. The probability of going from any pop-
ulation state u to v by extinction in one time step is
given by the product

n

x 5 I (u , v ) (1)Puv 1 i i
i51

where the function I1(ui,vi), the probability that patch
i goes extinct in a transition from u to v, is

1 2 E if patch i remains occupiedi
I (u , v ) 5 E if patch i goes extinct (2)1 i i i
1 if patch i remains empty

and Ei is the patch-specific extinction probability. For
instance, for a three-patch system, if u is [1,1,0] and
v is [1, 0, 0], then, xuv 5 (1 2 E1)E2. The full matrix,
X3, is given in Table 1.

Similarly, we can construct a recolonization matrix,
Rn. The probability of going from any population state
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TABLE 1. Extinction matrix for a three-patch system, where Ei is the patch-specific extinction probability. The order of the
population states is: [0,0,0], [0,0,1], [0,1,0], [0,1,1], [1,0,0], [1,0,1], [1,1,0], [1,1,1].

X 53 F1
E3

E2

E2E3

E1

E1E3

E1E2

E1E2E3

0
1 2 E3

0
E2(1 2 E3)
0
E1(1 2 E3)
0
E1E2(1 2 E3)

0
0
1 2 E2

(1 2 E2)E3

0
0
E1(1 2 E2)
E1(1 2 E2)E3

0
0
0
(1 2 E2)(1 2 E3)
0
0
0
E1(1 2 E2)(1 2 E3)

0
0
0
0
1 2 E1

(1 2 E1)E3

(1 2 E1)E2

(1 2 E1)E2E3

0
0
0
0
0
(1 2 E1)(1 2 E3)
0
(1 2 E1)E2(1 2 E3)

u to v by recolonization alone in one time step is given
by the product

n

r 5 I (u , v ) (3)Puv 2 i i
i51

where the function I2(ui,vi), the probability that patch
i becomes recolonized in a transition from u to v, is

I (u , v )2 i i

1 2 C if patch i remains unoccupiedi
5 C if patch i becomes recolonized (4)i
1 if patch i remains occupied

and Ci is the patch-specific colonization probability.
Assuming that the order of events is first extinction

and then recolonization, the elements of the transition
matrix, An, represent the probability of going from any
population state u to v through both extinction and
recolonization:

a 5 x r (5)Ouv uw wv
w

where w is an intermediate state after extinction.

Parameterization of the stochastic patch occupancy
model (SPOM)

To parameterize the SPOM, we use the functions for
patch recolonization and extinction from the incidence
function model, IFM (Hanski et al. 1996, Hanski 1998,
1999, Moilanen and Hanski 1998, Moilanen et al.
1998). Assume that the patch-specific extinction prob-
abilities are inversely related to patch area:

e
E 5 min , 1.0 (6)i r[ ]Ai

where Ai is the patch area (in square meters) for patch
i, and e and r are two parameters that scale area to
extinction. We ignore the possibility of a rescue effect
(Brown and Kodric-Brown 1977), in which immigra-
tion from neighboring patches leads to a decreasing
risk of extinction. To reduce the number of parameters,
we assume that the extinction probability is 1.0 for
patches ,2000 m2 (0.2 ha), which is reasonable, con-
sidering that estimates of the size of a pair’s territory
vary from several hectares to ,0.5 ha (MLR Southern
Emu-Wren Recovery Team 1998).

We build a function for the probability of patch i
becoming recolonized by first developing an expression
for the relative number of dispersers reaching the patch,
Mi. If we assume that individuals have an exponentially
declining probability of reaching a patch with distance,
then the relative number of dispersers reaching a patch
is

n

M 5 b exp(2ad )p A (7)Oi ij j j
n±i

where pi equals 1 for occupied patches and 0 for empty
patches, dij is the distance (total gap distance, using
‘‘stepping stone’’ dispersal) between patches i and j, a
is a dispersal mortality parameter, b is a parameter that
scales connectivity to the number of migrants reaching
a patch, and n is the number of patches in the meta-
population. The area term effectively weights the num-
ber of dispersers originating from a patch by its size.

Let the per patch recolonization probability be sig-
moidally related to the relative number of migrants
reaching a patch:

2MiC 5 (8)i 2 2M 1 gi

where g is a location parameter. The squared term gives
the curve a sigmoidal shape (Hanski et al. 1996, Hanski
1998, 1999, Moilanen and Hanski 1998, Moilanen et
al. 1998). The parameter b effectively is subsumed
within g2. One can envisage other functional forms, but
it is reasonable to assume that the recolonization prob-
ability will be related to the relative number of dis-
persers reaching a patch in a manner more complex
than linearly.

We evaluated three different dispersal scenarios (Fig.
3). Under low dispersal conditions, we assumed a to
be 0.015 m21, which for a distance of 200 m gives a
relative dispersal probability of only 0.1. This comes
from the fact that emu-wrens apparently are unable to
cross a matrix of pasture .200 m, although their move-
ment would be facilitated by other vegetation such as
blackberry, Rubus spp. (Littley and Cutten 1994). Little
and Cutten (1994) considered patches to be isolated if
they were .100 m apart, noting that emu-wrens were
never seen flying .20 m at a time, even when disturbed.
Combined with a value of g set to 5 3 105, this makes
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TABLE 1. Extended.

0
0
0
0
0
0
(1 2 E1)(1 2 E2)
(1 2 E1)(1 2 E2)E3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(1 2 E1)(1 2 E2)(1 2 E3)

G
FIG. 3. The dispersal curves for the three different sce-

narios considered and with the addition of corridors.

TABLE 2. Extinction (Extinc.) and recolonization (Recolon.) rates under the various parameter
scenarios considered.

Patch
no.

Baseline

Extinc.
Reco-
lon.

High dispersal

Extinc.
Reco-
lon.

Low dispersal

Extinc.
Reco-
lon.

High extinction

Extinc.
Reco-
lon.

Low extinction

Extinc.
Reco-
lon.

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.11
0.31
0.41
0.29
0.10
0.14

0.17
0.71
0.69
0.73
0.13
0.02

0.11
0.31
0.41
0.29
0.10
0.14

0.49
0.84
0.85
0.86
0.49
0.24

0.11
0.31
0.41
0.29
0.10
0.14

0.03
0.45
0.32
0.42
0.02
0.00

0.33
0.56
0.64
0.54
0.31
0.38

0.17
0.71
0.69
0.73
0.13
0.02

0.03
0.18
0.27
0.16
0.03
0.05

0.17
0.71
0.69
0.73
0.13
0.02

small patches (;1 ha) essentially unable to recolonize
neighboring patches (Table 2).

Under the baseline (medium dispersal) scenario, a
is 0.0046 m21, which gives a relative probability of
dispersal of 0.1 for 500 m. All patches within 100 m
of each other have at least a 10% chance of recolonizing
each other, and the first cluster of patches (1,2,3) has
a roughly 5% chance of recolonizing the second cluster
(4,5) of patches when no corridors are present and at
their initial sizes. Finally, under the high-dispersal sce-
nario, a is 0.0023, giving a relative dispersal proba-
bility of 0.1 for 1000 m. Each patch has at least a 10%
chance of recolonization, as long as one patch is oc-
cupied. The value of g is the same for all three sce-
narios. Although there is uncertainty in the emu-wren
recolonization ability, it would fall with this range of
possibilities.

To get an estimate for a when corridors are present,
we fitted a negative exponential distribution to dis-
persal data from banding studies of emu-wrens in the
nearby Nangkita metapopulation in the Fleurieu Pen-
insula (Pickett 2000). In total, 19 interpatch movements
were recorded among seven patches, which are effec-
tively connected via vegetative corridors, giving a val-
ue of a 5 0.0015 m21.

Although we have survey data from 1993 and 1998,
some patches were not surveyed in both years. Assum-
ing the most optimistic extinction scenario, we used
maximum likelihood techniques (Moilanen 1999) to
derive r, the parameter scaling patch area to extinction
rate, giving a value of 0.6. We varied this parameter
by 650%. The extinction and recolonization parame-
ters represent plausible scenarios.

The objective and stochastic dynamic
programming equations

Stochastic dynamic programming is a state-based,
backwards iteration method that explicitly computes
the optimal strategy at any time step, based on the state
of the system and the time horizon, assuming that op-
timal strategies are subsequently made (Mangel and
Clark 1988, Clark and Mangel 2000). We assume that
the goal of the optimization is to maximize the prob-
ability that the metapopulation will remain extant at
the end of a time period, T. From the SPOM, the total
number of population states (patterns of patch occu-
pancy) is S 5 2n (Day and Possingham 1995). For this
emu-wren metapopulation, there are seven patches, in-
cluding the newly created patch, so S 5 128.

To implement the SDP, we must assign a value to
the state of the system when the strategy is evaluated.
We let the value of the metapopulation be 1.0, if at
least one patch is occupied at the end of the time period
(the metapopulation is extant), and 0 otherwise. Sup-
pose there exist k conservation strategies that can be
implemented at each time step for the emu-wren, which
include the enlargement of patches, the creation of new
swamp patches, and connections between patches via
corridors. Finding the optimal strategy involves back-
wards iteration. If we know the value of the metapop-
ulation state at the terminal time, T, then we can cal-
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FIG. 4. The output of the SDP (stochastic dynamic pro-
gramming) model. For every landscape state, population
state, and time, an optimal strategy, kb, is calculated.

culate the value of any state in the previous time step,
which is given by the dynamic programming equation
(Mangel and Clark 1988, Clark and Mangel 2000):

S

V(u, z, t, T ) 5 max a (y)V(v, y, t 1 1, T ) (9)O uv[ ]k v51

where V(u, z, t, T) is the value of population state u
and landscape state z at time t; T is the terminal time;
auv(y) is an element of the transition matrix An(y), the
probability of going from population state u to v, given
that we implement the kth management strategy with
the metapopulation initially in the landscape state z.
The landscape state is the combination of possible
patch areas and the presence–absence of corridors, and
y represents the new landscape state after the kth strat-
egy has been implemented, y 5 F(z, k). Because each
management strategy changes the patch areas and/or
connection of patches, each combination of landscape
state and population state has a different transition ma-
trix for each management strategy. Therefore, the value
term must be a function of both the population and
landscape states. Because we set the value to 1 if the
metapopulation remains extant and 0 if it goes extinct,
V(u, z, 0, T) gives the exact extinction probability of
the metapopulation for the u population state and z
landscape state at the initial time. The SDP equation
makes no assumptions about the functional forms of
extinction and recolonization and simply gives the
strategy that will maximize the persistence of the meta-
population at any time and for any state, given that
optimal decision are made in the future. In most cases
for metapopulations, we are interested in modeling only
the occupancy, and the main currency of interest is the
probability of extinction for the entire metapopulation.
One can think of the result of the SDP analysis as a
three-dimensional matrix (Fig. 4): at any point in time,
landscape state, and population state, the model derives
an optimal strategy.

One can use this technique to determine an optimal
trajectory of strategies. Because we are interested in
the long-term optimal strategy, i.e., what management
action we should perform now to minimize the long-
term extinction, we have back-stepped to stationarity,
that is, the point where the decision matrix, whose el-
ements are the optimal strategy for each population and
landscape state, no longer changes with time. This pro-
vides the strategy that maximizes long-term persistence
of the metapopulation. For this metapopulation, it was
found at 90 yr.

The management strategies for the
Southern Emu-wren

We evaluate six landscape reconstruction strategies
for the metapopulation (Fig. 2): increasing the area of
the largest patch; increasing the area of the most con-
nected (and smaller) patch; creating a corridor from the
largest patch to its two closest neighboring patches;
creating a corridor from the most connected patch to
its neighboring patches; creating (and subsequently en-
larging) a new habitat patch with a corridor connecting
it to the nearest patch; and executing no strategy.

An existing habitat patch, which is degraded habitat
and unsuitable, has been chosen as the site for the patch
creation. Although the number of possible points across
the landscape where one could model creating new hab-
itat is infinite, sites of degraded patches are the most
likely places with suitable habitat to be restored. Hab-
itat for the emu-wren only occurs in topographic de-
pressions, which would hydrologically facilitate the
creation of swamps.

In each time step, the manager can execute one strat-
egy; therefore, we have standardized the ‘‘cost’’ of each
strategy to be equivalent to ;0.9 ha of revegetated area.
This is the amount of area needed to create the largest
corridor, assuming the requisite corridor width of 10
m (MLR Southern Emu-Wren Recovery Team 1998).
For the strategy of creating a new patch, this amount
is added, minus the amount of area needed for the
construction of a corridor to the nearest patch. We also
assume that once a patch is enlarged, the new area will
be suitable habit within five years, the time step of the
model; hence, there is no time delay. For the patch
enlargements, each patch can be enlarged six times.
This is justified by the fact that there is only so much
available land for habitat reconstruction. So, including
the corridors, there is a total of 1372 possible landscape
states, or configurations (7 3 7 3 7 3 2 3 2), for
which the best strategy is found at each time step and
each population state.

Moreover, we have added to the model the chance
of catastrophic fire, which is an important ecological
process in most Australian ecosystems, although the
fire frequency in the area is poorly understood. We have
assumed that fire is an independent event in each patch,
results in local extinction of the subpopulation, and
does not spread to other patches. It occurs just after
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TABLE 3. The initial optimal management decision for various population states as calculated
from stochastic dynamic programming.

Metapopulation
patch occupation

Baseline

Low
fire

High
fire

High
dispersal

Low
fire

High
fire

Low
dispersal

Low
fire

High
fire

High
extinction

Low
fire

High
fire

Low
extinction

Low
fire

High
fire

At penultimate time (t 5 T 2 1)
Two smallest patches
Largest patch
All patches
Two largest patches

E2
E5
E2
E5

E2
E5
E2
E5

E2
E5
E2
E5

E2
E5
E2
E5

E2
E5
E2
E5

E2
E5
E2
E5

E2
E5
E2
E5

E2
E5
E2
E5

E2
E5
E2
E5

E2
E5
E2
E5

At stationary (t 5 0)
Two smallest patches
Largest patch
All patches
Two largest patches

E2
C5
E2
C5

E2
C5
E2
E2

E2
E5
E2
C5

E2
E5
E2
E2

E2
C5
C2
C5

E2
C5
C2
C2

E2
C5
E2
E2

E2
C5
E2
E2

E2
C5
E2
C5

E2
C5
E2
C5

Note: Strategies are abbreviated as: E2, enlarge largest patch; E5, enlarge the most connected
(smaller) patch; C2, create a corridor connecting the most connected (smaller) patch to neigh-
bors; C5, create a corridor connecting the largest patch to neighbors.

demographic extinction in the model. Fire occurrence
is assumed to vary from once every 100 yr to once
every 20 yr (extreme case). Once a subpopulation is
extirpated by fire, the regeneration time is considered
to be five years.

We have compared the 30-yr extinction probability
of the optimal strategy from the SDP analysis to that
of some fixed-population state-independent strategies,
which have the same financial costs. By this we mean
that the sequence of strategies is executed regardless
of the population and landscape state, something that
the stochastic dynamic programming approach explic-
itly considers. These strategies disregard what patches
are occupied at any given time. The ‘‘big patch’’ strat-
egy is simply to expand the largest patch six times.
The actions for the ‘‘corridor-focused’’ strategy are in
order: construct a corridor connecting the largest patch
to its neighbors, construct a corridor connecting the
most connected patch to its neighbors, enlarge the larg-
est patch, enlarge the most connected patch, and repeat
the last two actions again. The ‘‘risk spread’’ strategy
involves first creating a new patch, followed by con-
structing corridors in the same order as the ‘‘corridor-
focused’’ strategy, and then subsequently enlarging the
patches in order of decreasing size. To calculate the
extinction probabilities for the non-optimal, state-in-
dependent sets of strategies, we simply multiply out
the transition matrices. Other possible fixed sets of ac-
tions can be envisaged, but these represent typical hab-
itat reconstruction paradigms that a manager would be
expected to use in the absence of applying SDP. It is
worth noting that typical analyses of extinction risk
involve Monte Carlo simulations to get an estimate of
the probability distribution; however, this is unneces-
sary, as the Markov chain metapopulation model gives
the exact extinction probability.

RESULTS

First we will look at the time and state dependence
of the optimal strategies and the trajectories of long-

term optimal decisions, then we will compare fixed,
state-independent strategies with the optimal one over
a 30-year period. It is cumbersome to show the optimal
strategy for each population state, so we have presented
four possible benchmark states: only the largest patch
occupied, only the two largest patches occupied, all the
patches occupied, and only the two smallest patches
occupied.

One can see that the optimal solution at the initial
time (t 5 0) varies depending on the population state
of the metapopulation and the extinction and recolo-
nization probabilities (Table 3). Some generalities can
be gleaned for the extinction and recolonization pa-
rameters and the particular patch geometry of the mod-
el. When only small patches are occupied, the best
initial strategy is to enlarge those patches. However,
when a more extinction-resistant, large patch is oc-
cupied, connecting it to neighbors via corridors is the
optimal initial strategy rather than enlarging it, except
when dispersal is quite high. As more patches are oc-
cupied, the initial strategy varies with the extinction
and recolonization rates. The higher the extinction rate,
the more augmenting the size of the smaller patch is
the favored strategy, whereas the lower the dispersal,
the more building corridors is favored. Under high fire
conditions, the extinction probability of all patches is
greater. As the number of occupied patches increases,
the optimal strategy is either to increase the size of
vulnerable patches or to construct corridors, depending
on the dispersal ability of the organism. Under very
poor dispersal conditions, the shorter corridor is more
beneficial. With only a short time frame, patch enlarge-
ment is always favored over connecting patches, re-
gardless of the extinction and recolonization parame-
ters. The penultimate time (T 2 1) is one step before
the end of the time horizon, and the optimal strategy
at this point is the strategy that minimizes the extinction
probability over one time step. These results illustrate
the time-dependent nature of the optimal solution.
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It must be noted that the optimal initial strategies (t
5 0) in Table 3 assume that the optimal strategy is
executed at every time step in the future (85 yr into
the future in this model). This initial strategy is not the
same as the best strategy if only one strategy could be
performed over the entire time horizon of the model.
The essence of SDP is the backwards iteration, which
allows one to calculate the optimal strategy now, taking
into consideration all possible future states of the meta-
population. The optimal initial strategy does not tell
the whole story, nor does it indicate what strategies
should be performed in the future; this is determined
by the future occupancy of the metapopulation.

The optimal trajectories at stationarity for the base-
line model also can be evaluated (Fig. 5A–D). In re-
ality, after each strategy is implemented, there is a
chance that the metapopulation will transition to any
other population state, as given by the elements of the
matrix, An. Because it is a Markov process, one cannot
speak of there being only one optimal trajectory of
strategies, because the transitions to new population
states are probabilistic. Which management strategy
one should execute in the next time depends on which
patches are occupied in that time step. Here we show
the trajectories of optimal solutions if and only if the
metapopulation remains in that population state over
time. If an occupied patch is relatively large, it is im-
portant to first connect it to corridors and then enlarge
it. The smaller a patch, the more critical it is to enlarge
it at an earlier stage. From the trajectory, it is clear that
there is a very complex interplay of strategies, and the
course through time is not easily summarized. It is
important to note that the optimal solutions may be
quite different for alterative extinction and recoloni-
zation parameters, patch geometry, and distribution of
patch areas. This is underscored by Fig. 6A and B,
which show the optimal trajectory through time if all
of the patches remain occupied under the scenarios of
low extinction and high dispersal.

For the particular spatial location of the new patch
and the parameters of the model, creating a new patch
is not a very desirable option, although this would be
expected to vary with the spatial arrangement of the
metapopulation and the potential location of the new
patch. We have not sought exhaustively to vary the
location of the new patch around the landscape, but
have only used the location of a degraded patch as the
focal site. This result makes intuitive sense. Because
of the nonlinear form of the relationship between area
and patch extinction, the creation of a new patch gen-
erally would not be a good strategy unless the mag-
nitude of an area-independent extinction (e.g., catas-
trophe) were great. In such a case, ‘‘spreading the risk’’
by creating a new patch may be more favorable than
augmenting the size of an existing patch, if the patch
is close enough to receive dispersers. The occurrence
of ‘‘do nothing’’ before all of the active strategies have
been exhausted indicates that the difference between

the value of doing nothing and any active strategy is
smaller than the numerical precision of our calcula-
tions.

Compared to fixed, population state-independent
strategies, one can see that the optimal state-dependent
set of strategies is superior (Fig. 7), particularly with
the population state most vulnerable to extinction. Un-
der low fire conditions, the optimal management set of
strategies is 50–80% better than no management,
whereas the best state-independent set of strategies is
only 10–30% better than no management. Simply in-
creasing the size of the largest patch has the highest
extinction probability of the strategy sets considered,
although the generality of this result is open to spec-
ulation. This is strong evidence for the idea that the
sequence of actions, not just the particular management
actions, is paramount. It is worth emphasizing that the
extinction probabilities between the unmanaged sce-
nario and the scenarios with continued management at
each time step would diverge over time (Fig. 8).

Table 4 shows the best strategy to perform if only
one strategy could be executed over the 90 years under
the baseline scenario, determined by multiplying out
the transition matrices. As expected, this is also highly
state dependent. Connecting the largest patch to its
neighbors is the most optimal strategy when the largest
patch is occupied. When only enlargements are con-
sidered, enlarging the smallest patch is favored if it is
occupied. These are not general results, but are highly
contingent on the model parameters and spatial con-
figuration of the metapopulation. Because the extinc-
tion vs. area curve is nonlinear, the patch with the great-
est marginal value for enlargement (greatest reduction
in extinction per unit of area) will have the most benefit
in terms of minimizing the metapopulation extinction.
It is interesting to note that the best one-time strategy
over a time horizon will not necessarily be the same
as the initial optimal strategy or the optimal strategy
over one time step (the penultimate strategy).

DISCUSSION

We have shown how stochastic dynamic program-
ming can be used to evaluate the optimal landscape
reconstruction strategies for a real metapopulation. The
technique has advantages over Monte Carlo simula-
tions because it would require an inordinate number of
simulations to explore all of the complex combinations
of population and landscape states and find the optimal
strategy for each time step. If one were simply inter-
ested in finding the best strategy to execute in order to
minimize the extinction probability over one time step,
then Monte Carlo simulation methods would be ade-
quate. One would simulate the metapopulation dynam-
ics for each management strategy a reasonable number
of times, perhaps 1000 times, to confidently differen-
tiate the impacts of each strategy. However, the utility
of SDP lies in its ability to explicitly find the optimal
strategy at some initial time, considering the best de-
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FIG. 5. The trajectories of strategies under the baseline scenario at stationarity for the emu-wren metapopulation under
low fire conditions and different patch occupancies (A–D). Each trajectory of strategies represents the long-term optimum
for that population state (patch occupancy), assuming the metapopulation remains in that population state throughout. Each
circle represents one action. The concentric circles show the execution of the strategy a repeated number of times before the
next strategy is implemented in the trajectory. The arrows show the course through time.
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FIG. 6. Trajectories of strategies under the (A) low extinction and (B) high dispersal scenarios at stationarity for the emu-
wren metapopulation under low fire conditions. See Fig. 5 for an explanation of the trajectories and circles.

FIG. 7. A comparison of the 30-yr extinction
probabilities between the optimal, state-depen-
dent (SDP) set of decisions and fixed, state-
independent sets of decisions under low fire
conditions.

cisions in the future. To find the optimal decision for
the emu-wren metapopulation at the initial time using
Monte Carlo methods, one would have to simulate all
possible strategy combinations over the entire time ho-
rizon. To find the optimal decision for all population
states, assuming that the metapopulation is in the pres-
ent landscape state, would require (number of strategy
combinations over the entire time horizon) 3 (;1000
replicates)t 3 (number of population states) simula-
tions, where t equals the number of time periods. Over
18 time periods, as in our model, this equals an ex-
orbitant number, (;1012) 3 (1000)18 3 (128) ø 1.28

3 1034 simulations! It is often the case that resources
for the conservation of a species are spread over many
years, and it is not feasible to allocate area for habitat
reconstruction all at once. In such a case, the sequence
of actions becomes critical and, as indicated, this can
only be efficaciously calculated with stochastic dynam-
ic programming. Moreover, stochastic dynamic pro-
gramming gives the exact optimum, something that
Monte Carlo methods can only approximate.

What lessons for metapopulation management can
be learned from this analysis? Firstly, our results high-
light the fact that the optimal decision is very state
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FIG. 8. A comparison of the optimal set of
decisions with no management under the base-
line parameter scenario of the model and low
fire conditions. The extinction trajectories ini-
tially diverge over time, and then the difference
remains constant, indicating the diminishing re-
turns of the optimal strategies. The difference
would be greater with more ambitious strate-
gies. The extinction probabilities for all non-
optimal decisions lie between the two curves.

TABLE 4. The optimal management decision for various population states when only one
management action can be made (baseline model).

Baseline scenario population state
All

strategies
Only

enlargement
Only

corridors

Only two smallest patches (2, 3) occupied
Only largest patch occupied
All patches occupied
Only two largest patches occupied

E2
C5
C5
C5

E2
E5
E2
E2

C2
C5
C5
C5

Note: Strategy abbreviations are defined in the notes to Table 3.

dependent. Management strategies cannot be executed
without cognizance of the pattern of metapopulation
occupancy, landscape state, and a good understanding
of the extinction and recolonization rates. One cannot
hope to manage effectively metapopulations without
knowing which patches in the metapopulation are oc-
cupied. The complex interplay of strategies and the
number of landscape and population state combinations
in a spatially realistic metapopulation model make a
glib analysis (such as ‘‘it is always better to enlarge
the biggest patch’’) difficult. Secondly, the sequence
of actions is critical, as is evident in our comparison
of the optimal set of strategies with other sequences of
actions. It is not simply what you do, but when you do
it that mattters. The population state-independent strat-
egies can be significantly worse than the optimal strat-
egy, even when compared to the optimal strategy under
a short, 30-year time horizon. This metapopulation
management problem is akin to the optimal scheduling
problem in Operations Research (Walker 1999), and
stochastic dynamic programming is really the only tool
that can solve it. With a limited amount of resources
available for conservation, spread thinly among many
endangered species programs, it is essential that the
maximum benefit be obtained. If one has knowledge
about the occupancy of the metapopulation and the
rates of extinction and recolonization, then the use of
the SDP framework will always be superior, as it is the
only technique that can give the exact optimal set of
strategies. Other techniques or simple qualitative rules
can only approximate the optimal solution, and prob-
ably crudely at that.

Using an analytical metapopulation model for an ide-
alized landscape, where all patches have equal sizes
and rates of extinction and recolonization, Etienne and
Heesterbeek (2001) conclude that decreasing the ex-

tinction rate is more beneficial than increasing recol-
onization by the same amount. However, the unit of
comparison for managers is: given some fixed cost,
which action is most beneficial? Our results indicate
that for real landscapes the picture is a complex func-
tion of patch geometry, the distribution of patch areas,
the extinction and recolonization functional forms
(Eqs. 6–8), and most importantly, which patches are
occupied. They further recommend, based on varying
the patch-specific rates but not including spatial ex-
plicitness or variation in patch sizes, that if one is fo-
cusing on extinction, one should preferably decrease
the lowest local extinction probability. Furthermore, if
one is focusing on recolonization, then one should pref-
erably increase the recolonization probability of the
patch with the lowest local extinction probability. The
former result is discordant with our result in Table 4,
(although admittedly this is only one sample metapop-
ulation) and casts doubt on those simple rules for real
landscapes. Moreover, with species management it is
seldom the case that only one action can be performed;
usually a suite of actions can be taken over a given
time period. The focus should be on how to optimally
schedule those management actions.

In fact, one salient point of our analyses is that it is
not easy to glean simple rules of thumb on metapop-
ulation management. Although intuitive general rules
merge with regard to the first (t 5 0) management
strategy to execute (Table 3), we have shown that the
sequence of actions can be quite complicated, and it is
impossible to distill qualitative rules. Conservation has
always sought for the holy grail of simple rules, as is
evidenced by the SLOSS debate (Diamond and May
1981). This analysis shows that simple, robust rules
about the whole sequence of management actions are
chimeras, due to the complexity of real landscapes. It
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is necessary to apply a quantitative decision theory
framework for every species of concern.

To use this technique, a manager would need to fix
the time horizon over which one is interested in min-
imizing a species’ extinction probability. The various
strategies need to be delineated, and any constraints on
the number of times they can be executed. Here we
have limited ourselves to habitat reconstruction, but in
practice, many other possibilities could also be incor-
porated, such as fire management, predator control, and
translocation of individuals into patches. In fact, one
of us (M. I. Westphal) is using this SDP formulation
to look at optimal mowing of pastures for butterfly
metapopulations. The manager must then have some
estimate of the extinction and recolonization rates,
which can be parameterized easily with two snapshots
of data (Moilanen 1999). The functional forms of ex-
tinction and recolonization can also be altered, but the
population dynamics eventually must be described by
a discrete-time Markov chain. The model that we de-
veloped can be elaborated with more realism, such as
including habitat quality, fire spread, time delays, ad-
ditional species, and habitat succession. Explicit finan-
cial costs can even be incorporated into the dynamic
programming equation. Here we have standardized the
costs of each strategy. After the state space and meta-
population dynamics have been specified, the manager
would then survey the occupancy of the metapopula-
tion, and the model would give the exact optimal de-
cision for the current time period and the state of the
metapopulation. However, although the technique is
quite powerful, it is limited by the size of the state
space to rather small networks of metapopulations
(Clark and Mangel 2000).

How can our results help to guide policy decisions
for the emu-wren? Unfortunately, as our results show,
management should not be enacted blindly without re-
gard to exactly which patches are occupied and an un-
derstanding of the extinction and recolonization rates.
One can choose the most conservative extinction and
recolonization scenario presented here, and then after
a complete survey of the patches and a specification
of the time frame of interest, this model will give the
exact optimal strategy. As the parameters become more
fine-tuned, this technique can be applied with more
confidence for this or other metapopulations of the
emu-wren in the Fleurieu Peninsula. It must be em-
phasized that the optimal sequence of strategies is nev-
er known beforehand, because what one should do in
the future is a function of which patches will be oc-
cupied, a probabilistic process. Our main goal in this
paper was to formalize this approach and show how
metapopulation management cannot be done without
the stochastic dynamic framework. This decision the-
ory technique should be considered an important tool
for metapopulation management in general, and pro-
vides an ‘‘engineering,’’ cost–benefit approach that is
needed in conservation (Possingham et al. 2002).

Previous recommendations for landscape planning
have not considered the co-dynamics of the population
and landscape. One method is to evaluate the relation-
ship between landscape metrics (O’Neill et al. 1988,
Turner et al. 1989, Gustafson and Parker 1994, Mc-
Garigal and McComb 1995) and species occupancy and
design landscapes with a spatial pattern that would have
a high probability of species occurrence. Frank and
Wissel (1998) make general recommendations about
patch placement in the landscape with regard to dis-
persal range and the correlation length of the meta-
population dynamics. Vos et al. (2001) have proposed
using ecologically scaled landscape indices (ESLI) of
average patch carrying capacity and connectivity as
guides for landscape planning. Hanski and Ovaskainen
(2000) have presented a measure of metapopulation
capacity, which is the dominant eigenvalue of a matrix
of interpatch connectivity measures. The effect of patch
alteration or creation can be evaluated by assessing the
change in metapopulation capacity. Lambeck (1997)
has promoted the focal species approach for landscape
reconstruction, in which habitat is created that satisfies
the ecological requirements of the most area-limited,
resource-limited, dispersal-limited, and process-limit-
ed (e.g., by fire) species. Although these methods may
be important in providing end goals or final charac-
teristics of landscapes, they provide no tack through
time. They decouple landscape dynamics and popula-
tion dynamics and tacitly assume that the latter occurs
at a much faster time scale. Our model is a novel,
dynamic approach to landscape reconstruction and is
the first attempt to explicitly include these two pro-
cesses. By analyzing the co-dynamics, we find that the
optimal decision logically depends on the current state.
Moreover, one cannot talk about optimal metapopula-
tion management only in terms of which actions to
undertake, but rather the sequence of those actions.
Stochastic dynamic programming is the only method
that can effectively solve this problem.
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